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1. Is Reps. of Cyprus and Greece being seated at Council table. 28 28

2. mcu President Yakov Malik (USSR npl) putting to vote draft resolution S/10946. Members voting and President announcing adoption, speaking in Russian. 67 39

3. ms UNSG and President seated at Council table. Is (Sound is Rep. of Cyprus speaking) 95 28

4. ms Zenon Rossides (Cyprus npl) speaking. 193 98

5. ms Constantine Panayotacos (Greece npl) speaking. 285 92
6. ms John Scali (US np1) speaking. 354 69
7. ms Michael Weir (UK np1) speaking. 413 59
8. ms Peter Jankowitsch (Austrian np1) speaking in French. 429 16
9. ms Lazar Mojsov (Yugoslavia np1) speaking. 465 36
10. ms Louis de Guiringaud (France np1) speaking in French. 518 53
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